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Abstract. Ice sheet surface mass balance describes the net
snow accumulation at the ice sheet surface. On the Antarc-
tic ice sheet, winds redistribute snow, resulting in a surface
mass balance that is variable in both space and time. Rep-
resenting wind-driven snow redistribution processes in mod-
els is critical for local assessments of surface mass balance,
repeat altimetry studies, and interpretation of ice core accu-
mulation records. To this end, we have adapted Alpine3D,
an existing distributed snow modeling framework, to down-
scale Antarctic surface mass balance to horizontal resolu-
tions up to 1 km. In particular, we have introduced a new
two-dimensional advection-based wind-driven snow redistri-
bution module that is driven by an offline coupling between
WindNinja, a wind downscaling model, and Alpine3D. We
then show that large accumulation variability can be at least
partially explained by terrain-induced wind speed variations
which subsequently redistribute snow around rolling topog-
raphy. By comparing Alpine3D to airborne-derived snow
accumulation measurements within a testing domain over
Pine Island Glacier in West Antarctica, we demonstrate that
our Alpine3D downscaling approach improves surface mass
balance estimates when compared to the Modern-Era Ret-
rospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version
2 (MERRA-2), a global atmospheric reanalysis which we
use as atmospheric forcing. In particular, when compared to
MERRA-2, Alpine3D reduces simulated surface mass bal-
ance root mean squared error by 23.4 mmw.e.yr−1 (13 %)
and increases variance explained by 24 %. Despite these im-
provements, our results demonstrate that considerable uncer-

tainty stems from the employed saltation model, confounding
simulations of surface mass balance variability.

1 Introduction

Ice sheet surface mass balance (SMB) is the difference be-
tween mass accumulation and ablation processes at the sur-
face of ice sheets (Lenaerts et al., 2019). Mass accumulation
is composed of precipitation as well as condensation and de-
position of atmospheric water vapor, whereas ablation pro-
cesses remove mass from the ice sheet surface via meltwater
runoff, both atmospheric and surface sublimation, and evap-
oration. Additionally, local SMB is influenced by the process
of wind-driven snow redistribution, which we refer to as de-
position in the case of local mass gain and erosion in the case
of mass loss (Lenaerts and van den Broeke, 2012). Wind-
driven snow redistribution is generally divided into two cate-
gories, drifting snow, where snow particles are transported by
the wind in the lowermost 2 m of the atmosphere, and blow-
ing snow, where snow is redistributed at heights greater than
2 m.

Drifting snow and blowing snow have been shown to have
a substantial effect on Antarctic SMB spatial variability at
scales ranging from tens of kilometers (Dattler et al., 2019a;
Kausch et al., 2020) to meters (Picard et al., 2019). In fact,
both Dattler et al. (2019a) and Picard et al. (2019) have
shown that local deposition can exceed annual precipitation.
In addition to redistributing mass, drifting snow and blowing
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snow contribute to mass loss by promoting enhanced sub-
limation as snow particles are entrained in the lower atmo-
sphere (Palm et al., 2017). In spite of drifting and blow-
ing snow sublimation being a source of mass loss, evalu-
ation of model simulation of these processes remains diffi-
cult (Amory et al., 2021). The net effect of drifting snow and
blowing snow is preferential deposition in areas of mass con-
vergence at the expense of areas with net divergence (Lehn-
ing et al., 2008). Despite our lack of complete physical un-
derstanding of the processes which govern preferential de-
position at small spatial and temporal scales (Comola et al.,
2019b), deposition and erosion can be conceptually summa-
rized as the local convergence of previously eroded snow par-
ticles from upwind minus locally eroded snow (Liston et al.,
2007). Local erosion is governed by the direct competition
between forces that act to erode snow and those which act
to anchor snow to the ice sheet surface. Erosive forces, i.e.,
surface wind stress, are controlled by atmospheric boundary
layer processes (Paterna et al., 2016; Comola et al., 2019a),
while cohesive forces are controlled by snow microstructural
properties including grain size and bond strength (Clifton
et al., 2006; Melo et al., 2022). This interplay between
boundary layer and snow microstructural processes has his-
torically motivated the development of tightly coupled atmo-
spheric and land surface snow models (e.g., Lawrence et al.,
2019; Amory et al., 2021; Sharma et al., 2023).

When the combined effect of surface wind stress and im-
pact force from saltating particles exceeds cohesive forces at
the snow surface, saltation of snow particles is initiated or
maintained within the lowermost 10 cm of the atmosphere
(Schmidt, 1980; Pomeroy and Gray, 1990). Within the salta-
tion layer, atmospheric momentum is entrained by snow par-
ticles which eventually collide with and subsequently mobi-
lize additional particles at the snow surface. Above the salta-
tion layer, a suspension layer can be present where turbulent
eddies generate sufficient upward lift forces that can keep
particles afloat against gravity (e.g., Bintanja, 2000). Mea-
surements from Antarctica show that particles in suspension
are typically much smaller than those that are transported in
saltation (Nishimura and Nemoto, 2005). Correspondingly,
mass densities in the suspension layer are found to be or-
ders of magnitude smaller than in the saltation layer. How-
ever, with increasing wind speed, the suspension layer can
grow orders of magnitude larger than the height of the salta-
tion layer, leading to estimates that the largest part of total
mass transport during high-wind-speed events could be car-
ried in the suspension layer (Pomeroy and Male, 1992; Lis-
ton and Sturm, 1998; Mann, 1998). It is difficult to quan-
tify the contribution of suspension to total mass transport on
average, with some authors arguing that saltation accounts
for 50 %–75 % of total wind-driven mass transport (Gromke
et al., 2014). However, although deposition and erosion are
ubiquitous across much of the Antarctic ice sheet, it is possi-
ble that local SMB variability is primarily driven by a small

number of high-wind-speed events which occur only a few
times per year.

Nevertheless, the interaction between wind transport of
snow and the snow surface is governed by the saltation layer.
As saltating particles break apart upon collision with the sur-
face, snow grain fragmentation and rounding are observed,
resulting in increased density (Vionnet et al., 2012; Amory
et al., 2021) in a processes referred to as drifting-snow com-
paction. Reliable model representation of drifting-snow com-
paction is now particularly attractive owing to recent ad-
vancements in satellite altimetry technology (e.g., CryoSat-
2 and ICESat-2). Vertical accuracy, spatial resolution, and
ground track repeat frequency have all increased, provid-
ing precise measurements of ice sheet surface height change
(Smith et al., 2020). However, in order to reliably con-
vert these height changes into mass, particularly over short
timescales, we rely on accurate snow and firn density esti-
mates from models (The IMBIE team, 2018). Thus, to con-
fidently assign subtle observed changes in height to quantifi-
able changes in mass, our models must capture the complex
spatial and temporal patterns of deposition and erosion.

Current state-of-the-art firn densification models, which
are used to convert satellite-observed volume changes into
mass, successfully capture broad regional variability in firn
properties, including density (Ligtenberg et al., 2011; Med-
ley et al., 2022b). However, because of the relatively coarse
horizontal resolutions at which they are applied (5.5–35 km),
these models are unable to represent spatial variability in
firn processes, including deposition and erosion, at the hori-
zontal scales now sampled by satellites (< 1 km). This spa-
tial gap between satellite observations and firn densification
models may not be immediately important for mass bal-
ance retrievals at continental scales (Verjans et al., 2021).
Nevertheless, improved model representation of wind-driven
snow redistribution at finer spatial scales can be used to con-
strain regional to local surface mass balances (Rignot et al.,
2011), improve volume-to-mass conversions for repeat al-
timetry (Shepherd et al., 2012; Zwally et al., 2015), provide
the ice-coring and radar communities with a mechanism to
select representative sampling locations for SMB reconstruc-
tions (Kausch et al., 2020), and inform future studies by pro-
viding baselines to estimate sublimation of drifting and blow-
ing snow.

To facilitate local SMB estimates and reconstructions and
to repeat altimetry interpretation, we present a new tech-
nique for dynamically downscaling Antarctic SMB by build-
ing upon the existing Alpine3D v3.3.0 model framework
(Sect. 2.1). Alpine3D already contains a module for the
three-dimensional treatment of drifting and blowing snow
(Lehning et al., 2006), but its use requires three-dimensional
wind fields at high temporal resolution from an external
source, and it is computationally very demanding to run. This
motivates the current study to find a simpler and therefore
computationally lighter method to describe wind transport by
snow, particularly since the fully three-dimensional approach
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also does not guarantee good agreement between simulated
and observed snow depth in severely wind-affected areas
(Mott et al., 2008, 2010; Gerber et al., 2017). To this end, we
describe the use of WindNinja to downscale wind fields onto
local topography (Sect. 2.2), demonstrate the use of a one-
dimensional snow model to diagnose local erosion (Sect. 2.3)
and then distribute this mass horizontally across adjacent grid
cells using a new, two-dimensional advection-based redis-
tribution module (Sect. 2.4). We then present downscaling
results at 1 and 3 km horizontal resolution and evaluate the
added value by quantitatively comparing our results, along
with a global SMB product, to a 130 km-long airborne-radar-
derived SMB transect in interior West Antarctica over Pine
Island Glacier (Sect. 3.1–3.2, 3.5).

2 Methods

2.1 Alpine3D: surface mass balance downscaling
framework

We use and further develop the existing Alpine3D v3.3.0
model framework (Lehning et al., 2006) to downscale
Antarctic SMB processes to a target horizontal resolution of
up to 1 km. At its core, the model framework exploits the
MeteoIO library (Bavay and Egger, 2014) to handle meteo-
rological preprocessing and downscaling (Sect. 2.2), SNOW-
PACK (Bartelt and Lehning, 2002; Lehning et al., 2002b, a),
a physics-based land-surface snow model for the detailed de-
scription of snow microstructural properties (Sect. 2.3), and
a new module to calculate horizontal mass fluxes between
adjacent grid cells (Sect. 2.4 and 2.6, Fig. 1).

2.2 Atmospheric forcing: meteorological downscaling

At the snow surface, we prescribe hourly MERRA-2 global
atmospheric reanalysis (Gelaro et al., 2017), which we have
downscaled to the Alpine3D grid using the MeteoIO prepro-
cessing and downscaling library (Bavay and Egger, 2014).
These downscaled time series include 2 m air temperature,
relative humidity, incoming shortwave and longwave radia-
tion (ISWR and ILWR), precipitation rate, and 10 m wind
speed and direction; 2 m air temperature is first downscaled
to the Alpine3D grid using an ordinary kriging algorithm
with a lapse rate of −6 ◦Ckm−1 designed to capture a typ-
ical atmospheric lapse rate (Martin and Peel, 1978), while
relative humidity is spatially interpolated according to Lis-
ton and Elder (2006). Precipitation rate and ISWR are then
interpolated using inverse distance weighting, with ISWR
undergoing a simple correction for slope and topographic
shading (Helbig, 2009). ILWR is interpolated by first cal-
culating the hourly average of all MERRA-2 grid cells
within the domain and then applying a constant lapse rate
of −31.25 Wm−2 km−1 (Michel et al., 2022). We follow
Keenan et al. (2021) by applying the MERRA-2 mean annual
surface temperature as a Dirichlet thermodynamic boundary

condition at the bottom of the firn column. This assumption
is supported by observations from the dry snow zone of the
Greenland ice sheet, where differences between mean annual
air temperature and firn temperature at 10 m were found to
be typically within a few tenths of a degree (Alley and Koci,
1990). Ligtenberg (2014) also shows in a model result that
the seasonal cycle in firn temperature disappears around 10 m
depth. Note that, for all topographic calculations, we use
an ICESat-2-derived digital elevation model (DEM) (Med-
ley et al., 2022a).

Because reliable simulations of deposition and erosion re-
quire accurate wind speed and direction fields (Reynolds
et al., 2021), we test two approaches for downscaling wind
speed and direction from the relatively coarse (0.5◦ lati-
tude× 0.625◦ longitude) MERRA-2 grid. First, we apply
the terrain-based index method proposed by Liston et al.
(2007), which adjusts wind speed and direction based on to-
pographic exposure and sheltering. Note that we use the de-
fault slope and curvature weighting factors and choose a to-
pographic length scale of 5 km. However, because Reynolds
et al. (2021) showed that simulated snow depth better cap-
tured observations when forced with WindNinja downscaled
wind fields (Forthofer et al., 2014) compared to the rela-
tively simpler terrain-based index methods presented in Lis-
ton et al. (2007), we have implemented WindNinja (Ver-
sion 3.7.1) as an alternative offline wind speed and direc-
tion downscaling technique within the Alpine3D modeling
framework. WindNinja is a finite-element diagnostic model
which leverages a mass conservation solver and DEM to
simulate the mechanical effects of terrain on the flow. In
terms of WindNinja model configuration, we have selected
the “fine” finite-element mesh resolution and chosen “grass”
as our surface roughness category (snow is not currently an
option). Despite representing a significant increase in com-
plexity compared to other terrain-based interpolation tech-
niques (e.g., Liston et al., 2007), WindNinja is still com-
putationally cheaper than high-resolution numerical weather
models (e.g., the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model) which solve the non-hydrostatic, fully compressible
Navier–Stokes equations at multiple vertical levels (Wagen-
brenner et al., 2016) and can therefore be run with reasonable
computational resources (Sect. 2.6).

2.3 SNOWPACK: one-dimensional physics-based snow
model

We use SNOWPACK, a physics-based land surface snow
model, to describe one-dimensional snow and firn pro-
cesses at each Alpine3D grid cell. SNOWPACK was orig-
inally developed for avalanche warning applications and
has been continuously enhanced in order to represent vari-
ous cryospheric processes, including seasonal snow (Sharma
et al., 2023), sea ice snow cover (Wever et al., 2020), and
polar firn compaction (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013; Keenan
et al., 2021). In this study, we use the SNOWPACK physics
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Figure 1. Anatomy of an Alpine3D time step: hourly global atmospheric reanalysis (a) is combined with ICESat-2-derived surface topogra-
phy (b) to calculate downscaled meteorology (c, d) at each SNOWPACK model grid cell. The SNOWPACK model is then used to calculate
snow microstructural properties at each grid cell (e). Finally, the Alpine3D model is used to calculate horizontal mass transport across adja-
cent grid cells (f), which is then sent back to SNOWPACK for the next time step. Note that, in panels (c) and (d), downscaled wind speed
and 2 m air temperature are shown as an example, while relative humidity, incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, precipitation rate,
and 10 m wind direction are also downscaled (see text).
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presented in Keenan et al. (2021), with one exception being
a new parameterization for surface roughness length, z0 (m,
Eq. 1), tuned to observed seasonal variability between win-
ter and summer surface roughness in coastal East Antarctica
(Amory et al., 2017). In Eq. (1), κ is the von Kármán con-
stant (0.4), T2 m is the 2 m air temperature (◦C), and CDN10 is
the neutral drag coefficient at 10 m (Eq. 2).

z0 =

{ 10
exp κ√

CDN10

T2 m >−20 ◦C

0.0002 T2 m ≤−20 ◦C
(1)

CDN10 = 2.7× 10−3
+ 9.0× 10−5T2 m

+ 1.5× 10−6T 2
2 m (2)

In SNOWPACK, snow redistribution is initiated when the
friction velocity u∗ (ms−1) exceeds the surface threshold
friction velocity u∗th (ms−1, Eq. 3), which is calculated di-
agnostically as a function of snow microstructural properties
including snow grain sphericity SP (0− 1), radius rg (m),
bond radius rb (m), and coordination number N3 (Lehning
and Fierz, 2008).

u∗th =

√√√√Aρigrg(SP+ 1)+BσN3
r2
b
r2
g

ρa
(3)

In Eq. (3), ρi is the density of ice (917 kgm−3), ρa is the
density of air (1.1 kgm−3), g is the gravitational accelera-
tion (9.8 m s−2), σ is a reference shear strength set to 300 Pa,
while constants A and B are set to 0.02 and 0.0015, respec-
tively. Once drifting snow is initiated, snow layers are eroded
from the top of the simulated snow cover until the salta-
tion mass transport rate Q (kgm−1 s−1), Eq. (4), is satisfied
(Sørensen, 1991). The required local erosion is calculated
from Q by scaling to an erosion mass flux 8 (kgm−2 s−1)
by dividing Q by a characteristic horizontal length scale L,
which we call the fetch length, over which the saltating par-
ticles in Q are scaled to calculate local erosion 8 from the
firn layer. L can be conceptually understood to represent the
distance over which the originally upwind and now saltating
particles have been eroded from the snow surface (Keenan
et al., 2021). These eroded snow layers are then made avail-
able to Alpine3D for horizontal redistribution across adjacent
grid cells (Sect. 2.4).

8=
Q

L
=

0.0014ρau∗(u∗− u∗th)(u∗+ 7.6u∗th+ 205)
L

(4)

In contrast to our previous study (Keenan et al., 2021), we
revert L from 10 m back to the original SNOWPACK value
of 70 m. We make this choice because Alpine3D simulations
with a fetch length of 30 m or less were found to significantly
overestimate the magnitude of deposition and erosion when
compared to observations (Sect. 3.6). However, because we
are not aware of any direct observations, L can be effec-
tively considered a tuning parameter whose magnitude is in-
versely proportional to the amount of eroded mass accounted

for in the saltation mass flux 8 (Wever et al., 2022a). Fol-
lowing erosion and subsequent redeposition, several snow
microstructural properties are updated in SNOWPACK ac-
cording to the “redeposit” scheme presented in Keenan et al.
(2021). For example, the density of redeposited snow layers
are parameterized according to wind speed (Eq. 4 in Keenan
et al., 2021), while sphericity and dendricity are both set to
0.875. The grain radius and bond radius are set to 0.2 mm
and 0.05 mm, respectively, while albedo is defined by Eq. (7)
in Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2013).

Note that we do not explicitly account for blowing snow
suspension in our model. We make this pragmatic decision
primarily because full prognostic solution of blowing snow
transport via suspension requires numerically expensive cal-
culations using wind vector fields at multiple vertical levels
(e.g., Lehning et al., 2006; Sharma et al., 2023), while we dis-
cussed before that few observational case studies would be
available for validation that quantitatively partition between
saltation and suspension-driven transport and their eventual
effect on deposition and erosion. It is also important to con-
sider that the control provided by the poorly constrained
fetch length L would make it possible to locally erode more
snow, which naively could be thought of as considering a sus-
pension layer (Keenan et al., 2021), even though the advec-
tion distance of snow in suspension is larger given the higher
advection speeds and longer airborne times of suspended par-
ticles.

Additionally, it has come to our attention that SNOW-
PACK’s parameterization of Q does not perfectly match the
original parameterization proposed by Sørensen (1991). As
noted in Vionnet (2012), the parameters 0.0014 and 205 in
Eq. (4) reflect units for Q (gcm−1 s−1), whereas here we
define other units of Q (kgm−1 s−1). This implementation
error in SNOWPACK was introduced by Lehning and Fierz
(2008), but since we build upon the previous work by Keenan
et al. (2021) and Wever et al. (2022a), who showed satisfy-
ing results for erosion and deposition calculated using the
currently implemented code, we did not correct this error.
Practically speaking, this error leads SNOWPACK to under-
estimate the magnitude of Q compared to the intended pa-
rameterization described in Sørensen (1991). However, it is
also important to note here that Q is ultimately scaled by
the poorly constrained tuning parameter L, such that any
changes in the formulation of Q could require a new choice
for the fetch length L to maintain similarly good perfor-
mance. Thus, it is not certain that updating our parameteriza-
tion of Q would lead to improved or more physically mean-
ingful results. That said, future studies could consider using
the updated parameterization of Q introduced in Sørensen
(2004), which Vionnet (2012) showed to produce similar re-
sults to our presently dimensionally incorrect parameteriza-
tion of Q (Vionnet et al., 2014).
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2.4 Numerical treatment of deposition and erosion in
Alpine3D

At each time step, the saltation mass flux 8 (see Eq. 4) at
each grid cell is scaled to a saltation mass Ms (kgm−2) by
multiplying 8 by the Alpine3D time step 1tA3D (s) (Eq. 5).

Ms =81tA3D (5)

Ms is then made available to Alpine3D for downstream re-
distribution, resulting in a local saltation mass perturbation
1Ms (kgm−2) which is positive in the case of net depo-
sition and negative in the case of erosion. We calculate
1Ms by treating wind-driven snow redistribution as a two-
dimensional horizontal advection problem (Eq. 6), where us
is the saltation velocity vector (ms−1). In our implementa-
tion, us represents the saltation particle speed and is defined
as parallel to the 10 m wind speed unit vector Û10 m with a
magnitude parameterized as a function of u∗th (Eq. 7) ac-
cording to Pomeroy and Gray (1990).

∂Ms

∂t
+us · ∇Ms = 0, (6)

us = 2.8u∗thÛ10 m (7)

We solve for 1Ms by numerically integrating Eq. (6)
forward in time using a first-order accurate, upwind finite-
difference scheme with an adaptive sub-time step 1tCFL (s)
in order to ensure numerical stability under the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition (Courant et al., 1928). The
local saltation mass perturbations at the ith sub-time step
originating from advection of saltating snow in the x̂ and ŷ
directions δM i

s,x and δM i
s,y (kgm−2, Eqs. 8 and 9) are then

calculated with 1X being the Alpine3D horizontal grid res-
olution.

δM i
s,x =

{
(Ms(x−1,y)−Ms(x,y))

1X
(us · x̂)1tCFL (us · x̂) > 0

(Ms(x,y)−Ms(x+1,y))
1X

(us · x̂)1tCFL (us · x̂) < 0
(8)

δM i
s,y =

{
(Ms(x,y−1)−Ms(x,y))

1X
(us · ŷ)1tCFL (us · ŷ) > 0

(Ms(x,y)−Ms(x,y+1))
1X

(us · ŷ)1tCFL (us · ŷ) < 0
(9)

1tCFL is optimized such that we choose the maximum pos-
sible sub-time step while simultaneously satisfying the CFL
condition (Eq. 10).(
| us · x̂ | + | us · ŷ |

)1tCFL

1X
< 1 (10)

Note that, in the case of the final sub-time step, we reduce
1tCFL such that the sum of all N sub-time steps is equal to
1tA3D. By summing Eqs. (8) and (9) across all1tCFL within
1tA3D, we are able to finally calculate the local saltation
mass perturbation1Ms (kgm−2, Eq. 11), which is ultimately
sent to SNOWPACK as a mass flux available at the next time
step.

1Ms =

N∑
i=1

(
δM i

s,x + δM
i
s,y

)
(11)

Our upwind finite-difference scheme cannot be applied
at the edges of a domain, and therefore we must prescribe
boundary conditions. In this application (Sect. 2.5), we sim-
ulate a finite spatial domain. In order to force our domain to
behave more like an infinite domain, we implement periodic
boundary conditions (Hames et al., 2022), which implies that
deposition and erosion integrate to zero throughout the mod-
eling domain. In areas where a net blowing snow mass in-
flux or outflux with respect to the model domain may occur,
for example, in coastal regions where mass can be lost to
the ocean and in areas with steep topography, this assump-
tion is not expected to hold. However, note that establish-
ing boundary conditions for a blowing snow model in such
areas would be very challenging. As discussed before, we
may underestimate the effects of snow transport by wind by
neglecting the dynamics of the suspension layer, including
vertical advection of particles between the saltation and sus-
pension layer, which may impact spatial variability in SMB.
Similarly, small-scale atmospheric processes, like orographic
lifting at scales not represented in the forcing data (Lenaerts
et al., 2014) and complex flow patterns that can occur in steep
terrain (Gerber et al., 2017), may create larger variability in
SMB than we can simulate with our approach. Furthermore,
we note that our model currently makes a significant sim-
plification by not considering sublimation of snow particles
actively entrained in the atmosphere above the snow surface
(Amory et al., 2021).

2.5 Pine Island Glacier experimental domain

As a demonstration of our Alpine3D downscaling frame-
work, we define a 198 km× 137 km modeling domain cen-
tered over the Pine Island Glacier basin in West Antarc-
tica (Fig. 2a, red rectangle). In this domain, surface eleva-
tions range from approximately 700 to 1500 m, leading to
relatively large surface slopes (mean: 0.64◦, 10 % quantile:
0.18◦, 90 % quantile: 1.3◦) typical of the Antarctic escarp-
ment zone. Strong and steady winds driven by consistent
katabatic forcing, combined with rolling topography, have
been shown to drive SMB variability of up to a factor of 5
(200–1000 mmw.e.yr−1) over horizontal scales on the or-
der of 10 km (Dattler et al., 2019a). In fact, Dattler et al.
(2019a) found the largest SMB spatial variability among
their 17 500 km of flight line measurements in this domain
(Sect. 2.7). This region therefore provides an opportunity to
evaluate our SMB downscaling framework while still being
of modest spatial extent and therefore acceptable computa-
tional cost necessary for continuous model development.

We initialize the model based on the approach employed
in our previous study (Keenan et al., 2021), where good
performance for density and temperature was obtained. For
each MERRA-2 grid point (Sect. 2.2) inside the domain, we
repeatedly ran a one-dimensional SNOWPACK simulation
(Sect. 2.3) for the period 1980–2017 while, for every itera-
tion, taking the simulated firn layer by the end of 2017 as
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Figure 2. Alpine3D modeling and analysis domains in the EPSG
3031 coordinate system. (a) The 198 km × 137 km Alpine3D mod-
eling domain (red rectangle) is centered over the Pine Island Glacier
basin in West Antarctica. (b) Surface topography of Alpine3D mod-
eling (red) and analysis (black dashed) domains with the location of
the 130 km observed SMB transect (black line, T–T′). Panel (a) was
created using the Norwegian Polar Institute’s Quantarctica package
(Matsuoka et al., 2018).

initial conditions at the start of 1980. Those spinup simula-
tions describe the impact of drifting snow on the surface den-
sity and microstructure (Keenan et al., 2021; Wever et al.,
2022a), but they do not consider spatial snow redistribu-
tion. The process was repeated until the firn layer was at
least 100 m deep by the end of 2017. We then ran one fi-
nal simulation from 1 January 1980 until 1 January 2015.
Afterward, each Alpine3D model grid point was initialized
using the firn properties from the closest MERRA-2 grid
point SNOWPACK simulation. Alpine3D downscaling is
then launched at the beginning of the analysis period (2015
in this study), meaning that, although we initialize Alpine3D
with a spun-up firn column, its properties initially reflect the
non-downscaled MERRA-2 climate. Note that, in order to
minimize the relative importance of boundary conditions for
drifting snow, upon analysis we remove all grid cells within
15 km of the four domain boundaries, resulting in a grid size
of 168 km × 107 km (Fig. 2b, black dashed rectangle).

2.6 Computational parallelization and benchmarking

To enable efficient numerical parallelization, the Alpine3D
modeling framework supports a hybrid OpenMP–MPI im-
plementation. For benchmarking, we perform calculations on
a 1 km horizontal resolution 27 126 km2 domain (Sect. 2.5)
using general-purpose compute nodes with 24 parallel CPUs
per node. In the case of offline WindNinja wind speed and di-
rection downscaling, we use one node (OpenMP, 24 CPUs)
for 1 h per calendar year, resulting in a computational speed
of 1130 km2 yr (CPUh)−1, whereas for Alpine3D calcula-
tions, we leverage four nodes (hybrid OpenMP–MPI, 96 to-
tal CPUs) for 18 h per calendar year, netting a computa-
tional speed of 16 km2 yr (CPUh)−1. WindNinja is therefore
at least 1 order of magnitude computationally less expensive
than Alpine3D, meaning that its added complexity is justified
if downscaled SMB estimates are significantly improved.

2.7 Surface mass balance observations

To evaluate our SMB downscaling, we compare with a
130 km-long, radar-derived accumulation transect (Fig. 2b,
black line T–T′) developed by Dattler et al. (2019a). This
annual-averaged snow accumulation product captures spatial
variability in along-track accumulation by tracking fluctu-
ations in radar-derived firn isochrone thickness. Horizontal
variations in thickness are then converted to mass using the
Herron and Langway (1980) firn density model. At 25 km
horizontal resolution, Dattler et al. (2019a) set the mean an-
nual (1980–2017) accumulation to that of MERRA-2 atmo-
spheric reanalysis, while at smaller scales, accumulation is
modified by the combination of firn isochrone thickness and
simulated firn density. This product intends to represent the
annual-average SMB. However, because of the finite thick-
ness of firn isochrones and spatially variable accumulation
rates, the annual average is calculated over varying periods
depending on the location. No quantitative uncertainty esti-
mates are assigned to the absolute SMB observations; how-
ever, the authors report an average relative accumulation er-
ror of 0.02 %.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Impact of the wind downscaling method on
simulated surface mass balance

To demonstrate the differences between downscaling tech-
niques, we have downscaled MERRA-2 winds from the
year 2015 using both the Liston and WindNinja (Sect. 2.2)
algorithms to the 1 km Alpine3D grid (Fig. 3). Wind-
Ninja predicts a higher average wind speed than Lis-
ton (6.5 ms−1 vs. 6.1 ms−1) and is more consistent with
MERRA-2 (6.6 ms−1), which can be explained by Wind-
Ninja’s mass conservation solver and Liston’s imposed
terrain-weighting factor of 0.5–1.5 times the original interpo-
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Figure 3. Example of wind speed downscaling for the year 2015:
(a) annual mean MERRA-2, (b) WindNinja, and (c) Liston 10 m
wind speeds. (d) Annual mean WindNinja minus Liston wind
speed. (e) Transect (T–T′ in Fig. 2b) of annual mean WindNinja
and Liston wind speeds as well as transect surface slope.

lated value (Reynolds et al., 2021). Notably, both downscal-
ing techniques predict local topography-driven wind speed
variability not captured by MERRA-2; however, this vari-
ability is in the opposite phase, meaning that when Wind-
Ninja predicts relatively high wind speed, Liston predicts lo-
cally lower wind speed. Furthermore, WindNinja predicts 2–
3 times larger local topography-driven wind speed variabil-
ity than Liston, leading us to expect larger SMB variability
in Alpine3D simulations forced with WindNinja winds com-
pared to Liston-driven simulations. Likewise, because pre-
dicted wind speed accelerations are out of phase between
the WindNinja and Liston downscaling methods, we antic-
ipate the subsequent offline coupling with Alpine3D to pre-
dict opposite patterns of deposition and erosion. Note that our
modeling domain (Sect. 2.5) lacks the necessary wind speed
and direction observations required for a robust evaluation,
and therefore we focus our evaluation on downscaled SMB,
which ultimately integrates wind speed and direction and can
be evaluated against observations (Sect. 2.7).

Owing to the largely contrasting results between the Wind-
Ninja and Liston wind downscaling techniques, we have per-
formed two 2015 Alpine3D simulations, one using Wind-
Ninja and one using Liston winds. As discussed above, the
WindNinja-driven Alpine3D simulation exhibits larger SMB
variability than the Liston-driven simulation (Fig. 4) because
of larger wind speed variability in the former. Additionally,

Figure 4. Surface mass balance downscaling: (a) 2015 Liston and
(b) WindNinja Alpine3D SMB. (c) Transect of observed (red),
2015 WindNinja Alpine3D (blue), Liston Alpine3D (black), and
MERRA-2 (cyan) SMB. (d, e) Scatter plot of (d) 2015 Liston and
(e) WindNinja Alpine3D SMB vs. observations.

the WindNinja-driven Alpine3D simulation predicts SMB
variability in phase with observations (slope= 0.26, p <
0.001), whereas the Liston-driven simulation predicts SMB
variability out of phase with observations (slope=−0.12,
p < 0.001). Because the offline coupling between the Liston
downscaling algorithm and Alpine3D predicts SMB variabil-
ity out of phase with observations, we determine that the Lis-
ton algorithm is not suitable for our application. Thus, mov-
ing forward, we only consider Alpine3D simulations driven
by an offline coupling with WindNinja.

3.2 Alpine3D downscaled surface mass balance

Given the demonstrated performance advantage of using the
offline WindNinja coupling with Alpine3D (Sect. 3.1), we
further this analysis by evaluating a 6-year-long Alpine3D
simulation using WindNinja (2015–2020). By comparing
with an approximately 130 km-long observational transect,
we found that, based on the simulated 2015–2020 mean
annual SMB, Alpine3D correctly predicts the relative lo-
cations of peaks and troughs in observed SMB. Under
the assumption that the modeled and observed SMBs are
linearly related and thus that R2 provided by the lin-
ear regression equals the variance explained, we find that
Alpine3D SMB gives an additional 24 % variance explained
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Figure 5. Surface mass balance downscaling: (a) 2015–2020
Alpine3D SMB. (b) Transect of observed (red), 2015–2020 mean
Alpine3D (blue), and MERRA-2 (cyan) SMB. (c, d) Scatter plot of
(c) 2015–2020 MERRA-2 and (d) Alpine3D SMB vs. observations.

compared to MERRA-2 (31 % (17 %–47 % 95 % confi-
dence interval) vs. 7 % (2 %–15 % 95 % confidence inter-
val), Fig. 5). In particular, Alpine3D appears to improve
over MERRA-2 SMB predictions as indicated by a re-
duction in root mean squared error (152.7 mmw.e.yr−1

vs. 176.1 mmw.e.yr−1). Despite improving over MERRA-2
(slope= 0.13, p = 0.003), Alpine3D still underestimates the
magnitude of observed SMB variability, as indicated by the
linear fit slope being less than 1 (slope= 0.25, p < 0.001).

Generally speaking, Alpine3D correctly predicts the lo-
cation of deposition and erosion, as evidenced by the rela-
tive positioning of peaks and troughs in SMB. However, the
simulated amplitude of deposition and erosion is underes-
timated when compared to observations. This underestima-
tion could potentially be ameliorated by decreasing the fetch
length and therefore increasing the saltation mass flux, al-
though we show in Sect. 3.6 that doing so results in locally
excessive erosion and, in fact, negative SMB. While most
peaks and troughs in SMB are captured by Alpine3D, some
are missed, e.g., near 45 km on the transect in Fig. 5b. Sev-
eral processes likely contribute to this significant model er-

ror; however, the primary driver is a lack of terrain-driven
wind acceleration at this point of the transect (Fig. 3e). De-
spite indications that this area has some of the largest SMB
variability within the transect, surface slopes in the DEM
are comparatively modest (< 1.25◦, Fig. 3). Without signif-
icant surface slopes, the downscaled wind speeds are rel-
atively homogeneous, leading Alpine3D to miss the corre-
sponding observed SMB variability. This relatively homoge-
neous wind field in the presence of large observed accumu-
lation gradients can be potentially attributed to a combina-
tion of terrain representation errors in the DEM and process
representation errors and simplifications within the Wind-
Ninja downscaling algorithms. Furthermore, it is worth not-
ing that, over the length of the transect, MERRA-2 2015–
2020 mean annual SMB exceeds that of observations (504
and 461 mmw.e.yr−1), indicating that the 2015–2020 sim-
ulated SMB exceeded the 1980–2017 MERRA-2 mean an-
nual SMB (Sect. 2.7). Despite this, mean Alpine3D down-
scaled SMB over the transect (410 mmw.e.yr−1) is less than
both observations and MERRA-2. The discrepancy between
MERRA-2 and Alpine3D along the transect is most likely
explained by net divergence of saltating snow out of the
analysis domain (Fig. 2), resulting in less mass available for
accumulation along the transect. Since wind speeds gener-
ally increase from the top right to the bottom left over the
model domain, some net divergence over the transect may
also occur. Because the observations are deliberately forced
to have the same mean as MERRA-2 (Sect. 2.7), we are un-
able to properly evaluate this predicted discrepancy against
measurements.

3.3 Link between topography, surface winds, and
drifting snow redistribution

Intuitively, Alpine3D is designed to preferentially erode
snow in wind-exposed areas and redeposit it downwind in
wind-sheltered zones. This is primarily achieved through the
offline coupling between WindNinja and Alpine3D. In ar-
eas with spatially varying surface slopes, WindNinja adjusts
wind speed and direction to account for mechanical effects of
terrain on the flow (Fig. 6). In the case of the transect (loca-
tion shown in Fig. 2), surface slopes are relatively modest
but regularly vary between 0.25 and 2.0◦. Ultimately, this
rolling terrain leads WindNinja to simulate equally subtle
wind speed variations up to approximately 0.1 ms−1. The
end result is enhanced erosion (0–250 mmw.e.yr−1) of snow
in relatively windy areas and subsequent deposition (up to
125 mmw.e.yr−1) in less windy areas. Expanding this anal-
ysis to our entire domain, we see that rolling topography
drives spatially variable patterns of deposition and erosion
(Fig. 6d). On average, wind-driven transport processes re-
move 50 mmw.e.yr−1 from the analysis domain, while lo-
cal values of erosion and deposition range from −514 to
690 mmw.e.yr−1. Overall, deposition and erosion processes
modify snow accumulation with an average magnitude of
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Figure 6. Connection between topography and snow redistribu-
tion. (a) Transect of surface slope, (b) 2015–2020 mean 10 m wind
speed, and (c) 2015–2020 mean deposition and erosion. (d) Map of
2015–2020 mean annual deposition and erosion.

89 mmw.e.yr−1, which corresponds to 23 % of mean annual
accumulation.

3.4 Link between density and deposition and erosion

Altimetry-based ice sheet mass balance retrievals rely on firn
density products to perform volume-to-mass conversions.
Thus, accurate firn models are necessary for reliable local-
, regional-, and continental-scale mass balance assessments.
Because erosion exposes older and denser snow layers while
also coinciding with areas of elevated wind speed, one could
plausibly expect Alpine3D to predict areas with net erosion
to coincide with relatively high surface density. Interestingly,
we show that this is not the case. Instead, Alpine3D pre-
dicts wind-driven compaction to be the dominant process,
whereby eroded snow particles experience densification via
fragmentation and rounding on their way to subsequent depo-

sition (Vionnet et al., 2012). By comparing 2015–2020 mean
annual Alpine3D surface density (defined as the mean of the
top 10 cm) with deposition and erosion, we find that the two
are correlated (R = 0.74, Fig. 7). Although this positive cor-
relation is not directly verified by in situ observations, Grima
et al. (2014) found a similar correlation between surface den-
sity and local SMB perturbations over Thwaites Glacier. If
for the moment we assume this model result is correct, then
the accumulation product compiled by Dattler et al. (2019a)
most likely underestimates SMB spatial variability because
of the constant surface density assumption used to initialize
their firn model. Likewise, in the case of repeat altimetry, we
can deduce that variable surface height change in the vicin-
ity of rolling topography may represent more enhanced mass
change variability than we might otherwise expect with a ho-
mogeneous density field. Overall, these findings should be
interpreted with caution as they are not yet directly verified
by observations but likewise warrant the consideration of de-
tailed firn density products when interpreting airborne snow
accumulation radar and satellite altimetry.

3.5 Impact of horizontal model resolution on
downscaled SMB

Depending on the Alpine3D downscaling application, it may
be desirable to decrease horizontal resolution in favor of
larger domains or longer simulations. We also want to test
the sensitivity of the numerics used in Alpine3D to the spa-
tial resolution. In order to inform future modeling studies
which will inevitably weigh computational costs against spa-
tial and temporal detail, here we describe results from a 1 and
3 km horizontal resolution 2015 Alpine3D simulation. Ow-
ing primarily to a reduced number of individual Alpine3D
grid cells, the 3 km simulation requires only 10 % of the 1 km
simulation’s computational resources (Sect. 2.6).

Generally speaking, both simulations capture observed
topographic-driven variability in SMB (Fig. 8); however,
the 1 km simulation predicts 40 % larger SMB variability
than the 3 km simulation. This finding can be explained by
the relatively smoother terrain in the 3 km simulation and
consequently reduced terrain-induced wind speed variabil-
ity. Reduced wind speed variations across subtle topogra-
phy ultimately reduced the magnitude of deposition and ero-
sion, leading to a more homogeneous SMB field (Fig. 8a
vs. Fig. 8b). That said, the 3 km simulation explains an ad-
ditional 5 % variance of observed accumulation variability
compared to the 1 km simulation, all while reducing the
RMSE by 8 mmw.e.yr−1 (Table 1). These improved statis-
tics could be explained by reduced wind-transport divergence
in the 3 km simulation (−48.8 vs. −51.4 mmw.e.yr−1) and
subsequent reduction of the mean bias. However, given that
the observed accumulation mean is controlled by MERRA-2
(Sect. 2.7), caution should be taken in interpreting the ab-
solute value of observations. Overall, these findings suggest
that the 1 and 3 km simulations perform similarly, implying
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Figure 7. Connection between deposition and erosion and surface density (defined as the mean of the top 10 cm). Transect of 2015–2020
mean Alpine3D surface density (blue) and annual deposition and erosion (red).

Table 1. Linear regression statistics for different choices of horizon-
tal resolution. Coefficient of determination (R2), root mean squared
error (RMSE), and linear regression slope for 2015 Alpine3D sim-
ulations with 1 and 3 km horizontal resolution against observations.

Alpine3D horizontal resolution 1 km 3 km

R2 0.32 0.37
RMSE (mmw.e.yr−1) 175 167
Linear regression slope 0.25 0.18

that the Alpine3D framework can be applied at horizontal
resolutions greater than 1 km without unacceptable degrada-
tion of performance. Furthermore, because performance at
3 km horizontal resolution is comparable to that of 1 km,
future Alpine3D applications can consider increasing grid
spacing up to 3 km in order to expand the spatial and tem-
poral bounds of their simulation.

3.6 Sensitivity to prescribed fetch length

As indicated in Sect. 2.3, the SNOWPACK fetch length is
an uncertain tuning parameter that controls the magnitude
of the saltation mass flux. Furthermore, because no suit-
able observations or theoretical frameworks firmly suggest
which value of fetch length to choose, here we present re-
sults from a sensitivity study designed to quantify the effect
of varying the fetch length between 30, 70, and 110 m. As ex-
pected, progressively increasing the fetch length from 30 to
110 m decreases the magnitude of deposition and erosion and
consequently the spatial variability of the 2015 Alpine3D-
simulated surface mass balance (Fig. 9). Note that, by de-
creasing the fetch length, we increase the simulated SMB
variability to be more in line with observations. However,
decreasing the fetch length to 30 m results in unrealistically
strong erosion, as indicated by negative SMB values in 4.2 %
of grid cells. In fact, the 30 m fetch length simulation pro-
duces a larger RMSE than both the 70 and 110 m simulations
(273, 175, and 164 mmw.e.yr−1, respectively, Table 2).

Figure 8. Connection between horizontal resolution and simulated
SMB; 2015 simulated SMB with (a) 1 and (b) 3 km horizontal res-
olution. (c) Transect of observed (red) and simulated SMB with 1
(blue) and 3 km (black) horizontal resolution.

Despite the relatively limited breadth of our fetch length
ensemble, we observe a notable tradeoff. As we decrease
fetch length, simulated SMB variability approaches that of
observations (as indicated by linear regression slopes in Ta-
ble 2) while also increasing typical model errors (RMSE in
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Figure 9. Connection between prescribed fetch length and simu-
lated SMB; 2015 simulated SMB with (a) 30, (b) 70, and (c) 110 m
fetch lengths. (d) Transect of observed (red) and simulated SMB
with 30 (black), 70 (blue), and 110 m (magenta) fetch lengths.

Table 2). We have therefore identified a potential shortcom-
ing of our Alpine3D downscaling framework, namely, that
optimizing the fetch length parameter does not result in uni-
formly improved results. For purely pragmatic reasons, in
this study we retain the fetch length approach by choosing a
middle-ground value of 70 m. Nevertheless, in future model
development exercises it would be useful to drop this reliance
on fetch length and instead focus on diagnosing the locally

Table 2. Linear regression statistics for different choices of fetch
length. R2, RMSE, and linear regression slope for 2015 Alpine3D
simulations with 30, 70, and 110 m fetch lengths against observa-
tions.

Fetch length 30 m 70 m 110 m

R2 0.30 0.32 0.31
RMSE (mmw.e.yr−1) 273 175 164
Linear regression slope 0.55 0.25 0.17

eroded mass purely from simulated snow characteristics and
surface wind stress.

3.7 Simulation without wind redistribution of snow

Finally, we performed a simulation without activating the
newly developed module for wind redistribution of snow
(Fig. 10) while keeping the WindNinja downscaling for wind
as well as the downscaling approaches for the other variables.
We find that, in this case, the SMB field (Fig. 10a) is strongly
dominated by the large-scale gradient in SMB resulting from
the MERRA-2 forcing data while lacking the small-scale
spatial variability found in the simulation with drifting snow
shown in Fig. 4b. It illustrates that the Alpine3D simula-
tion does not create any substantial small-scale variability
in SMB that could arise from other processes. For example,
wind speed also controls surface sublimation, but the effect
on SMB is not noticeable on larger scales. We conclude that
the simulations including the wind redistribution of snow at-
tribute virtually all of the spatial heterogeneity in SMB to
snow redistribution processes by the wind (Fig. 4c, d).

4 Conclusions

The primary way ice sheets accumulate mass is through net
snow accumulation at the ice sheet surface. SMB quantifies
the balance between processes which accumulate and ab-
late mass at the surface of ice sheets. Throughout the last
2 decades, regional climate models have been progressively
developed to simulate large-scale ice sheet SMB fields. How-
ever, recent advancements in observational capabilities (e.g.,
repeat satellite altimetry and airborne snow radar) indicate
that SMB varies predictably in the presence of rolling to-
pography. Despite the importance of capturing this SMB
variability for assigning a mass change to repeat altime-
try measurements, regional climate models are not capa-
ble of resolving this variability. To begin to close the gap
between observations and existing regional climate mod-
els and therefore improve local SMB estimates and support
interpretation of repeat altimetry, we have expanded upon
the Alpine3D framework in order to dynamically downscale
Antarctic SMB.
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Figure 10. Comparing the simulation with and without wind re-
distribution of snow for the year 2015. (a) 2015 Alpine3D SMB
without wind redistribution of snow, (b) transect of observed SMB
(red), 2015 Alpine3D with wind redistribution (blue), and 2015
Alpine3D without wind redistribution (black) SMB. (c, d) Scatter
plot of (c) 2015 with wind redistribution and (d) 2015 without wind
redistribution vs. observations.

In our implementation of Alpine3D, we leverage MeteoIO
and WindNinja software to downscale meteorology onto the
native Alpine3D grid. At each grid cell, the SNOWPACK
snow model is used to diagnose snow properties, including
density, temperature, grain size, and other snow microstruc-
ture parameters. With this information, SNOWPACK calcu-
lates a saltation mass flux for each time step and then sends
this information to Alpine3D, where horizontal snow redis-
tribution is treated as a two-dimensional advection problem.
WindNinja downscaling results suggest that rolling topogra-
phies with surface slopes between 0.25 and 2.0◦ are respon-
sible for subtle terrain-induced mechanical effects that vary
mean wind speeds by 0.1 ms−1. These wind speed perturba-
tions ultimately drive spatially variable patterns of deposition
and erosion whose mean magnitude corresponds to 23 % of
mean annual accumulation.

By comparing 2015–2020 mean annual SMB downscal-
ing results over a portion of Pine Island Glacier, West
Antarctica, to a 130 km-long observational SMB transect,
we found that, when compared to MERRA-2, Alpine3D re-

duces typical SMB errors by 23.4 mmw.e. (13 %) and in-
creases variance explained by 24 %. Furthermore, we show
that Alpine3D produces a similarly skillful downscaled SMB
product when run at 3 km horizontal resolution. This sug-
gests that Alpine3D can be run at a coarser resolution than
what is primarily shown in this study (1 km horizontal reso-
lution), therefore considerably reducing computational cost.
Finally, despite the promising downscaling results presented
in this study, Alpine3D still relies on the fetch length tuning
parameter to scale the saltation mass flux. We have shown
that the magnitudes of deposition and erosion, and conse-
quently SMB, are sensitive to the choice of fetch length. Be-
cause it is at the very least difficult, and quite likely impos-
sible, to uniformly optimize the fetch length, we suggest that
future studies migrate towards diagnosing the saltation mass
flux purely from known quantities including snow proper-
ties and surface wind stress. Furthermore, we note that our
implementation makes important simplifications by neglect-
ing drifting and blowing snow sublimation as well as hori-
zontal redistribution by way of suspension. In regions where
these processes are significant drivers of local SMB, future
downscaling efforts would likely be improved by inclusion
of these processes in Alpine3D.

Code and data availability. MeteoIO, SNOWPACK, and
Alpine3D are software published under the GNU LGPLv3 li-
cense by the WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research
SLF, Davos, Switzerland, at https://gitlabext.wsl.ch/snow-models
(Wagner et al., 2022). The repository used to develop the versions
of MeteoIO, SNOWPACK, and Alpine3D used in this study can
be accessed at https://github.com/snowpack-model/snowpack (last
access: 4 June 2023), with the exact version corresponding to com-
mit f023b9f archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5914787
(Wever et al., 2022b). MERRA-2 atmospheric reanalysis is
available at https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA-2/ (last
access: 4 June 2023; Gelaro et al., 2017) and can be retrieved
and processed using our workflow available at https://github.com/
EricKeenan/download_MERRA2 (last access: 4 June 2023)
and archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4560825
(Keenan, 2021). WindNinja source code is hosted at
https://github.com/firelab/windninja (last access: 4 June 2023),
while the version used in this study is permanently archived
at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4474633 (Shannon et al.,
2021). Software used to produce the numerical simulations,
analyses, and figures presented in this study is archived at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5914751 (Keenan, 2022a) and
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5914727 (Keenan, 2022b). Air-
borne snow accumulation radar data used in this study are archived
at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3534315 (Dattler et al., 2019b).
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